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An Optimal Digital Beamformer for mm-Wave Phased Arrays
with 660MHz Instantaneous Bandwidth in 28nm CMOS
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Ever-increasing global demand for communication bandwidth is incentivizing broader
use of the millimeter wave (mm-Wave) frequency band which operates with carrier
frequencies exceeding 28GHz [1]. However, such communication poses signiﬁcant
challenges including increased path loss, limited antenna aperture and interference from
other transmitters which severely degrades the Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio
(SINR) of the communication channel.
To overcome these challenges, mm-Wave systems employ phased antenna arrays to
implement beamforming (BF). Figure 16.7.1 shows a simpliﬁed overview of receive
beamforming for a single incident signal which involves applying suitable gain (gk)
scaling and phase-shift (e jθk) to the successively delayed signals received at each antenna
element before combining them. Doing so constructively superposes, and therefore
ampliﬁes, signals with a Direction of Arrival (DOA) of interest while attenuating interferers
from other directions at varying levels. Adjusting gk and e jθk allows the direction and the
shape of the beam to be modiﬁed. Both analog beamforming (ABF) and digital
beamforming (DBF) implementations have been demonstrated [2,3], involving differing
trade-offs in power, area, process scalability and ﬂexibility. Practical mm-Wave
deployment requires receivers to cancel arbitrarily moving interferers which are often
stronger than the signal of interest. Run-time beam adaptation is therefore necessary to
block these interferers. Unfortunately, conventional mm-Wave phased arrays are not
equipped for autonomous, run-time adjustment of BF parameters in response to newly
appearing interferers, or their movement. The resulting SINR degradation leads to
communication link failure.
This paper describes an implementation of run-time optimal beamforming for mm-Wave
communication that maximizes SINR in the presence of multiple interferers in motion.
The proposed architecture exploits a key feature advantage to DBF: access to the received
signal at each element within the digital domain. Recently reported ABF implementations
have demonstrated adaptation to moving interferers [2]. However, without the same level
of access to signal information as DBF, adaptive ABF techniques are restricted to lowinformation sensing mechanisms which signiﬁcantly alias the information needed for
successful adaptation. For instance, measuring the phase-error between received signals
at successive elements does not allow the beam-former to distinguish the signal from
interferers (Fig. 16.7.2). As a result, such techniques provide effective interferer nulling
only under a restricted set of transmitter/interferer DOA and power scenarios (Fig.
16.7.2). In contrast, the proposed design jointly processes digitized per-element signal
information to optimally adjust the direction and shape of the beam in order to actively
null moving interferers and maximize SINR. Test-chip measurements validate optimal
BF operation under arbitrary relative interferer/signal conﬁgurations of DOA and power.
Figure 16.7.3 shows the architecture of the 4-element mm-Wave baseband
processor test-chip. Given the vector of digitized per-element received signals
x = x[n]×[ 1, e jδ , e j2δ , e j3δ ], the BF front-end computes the complex valued dot-product
y[n] = w*[n]Tx[n] where w[n] = [ g0[n] × ej θ0[n] , … , g3[n] × e jθ3[n] ] is a weight vector that
represents per-element gain and phase-shift applied to x[n]. The design adapts w[n]
periodically to actively null interferers while maximizing SINR. A 10b 30-tap Nyquist ﬁlter
processes y[n] to suppress inter-symbol interference introduced into the signal by the
channel ﬁlter within the transmitter. The Nyquist ﬁlter output is classiﬁed to the
nearest constellation symbol (L2-norm) in the demodulator. A programmable memory
controller and a 0.5Mb SRAM enable processor validation and characterization,
independently of the Analog Front-End (AFE), by streaming processor input data and
storing outputs and internal states. The processor is designed to support 16-QAM
communication with a target symbol error rate (SER) of 10-4, establishing a minimum
SINR threshold of 18dB. The processor can withstand up to three interferers each at
10dB higher power than the signal. However, performance improves with reduced
interferer count. Achieving the target SER under these conditions requires 7b ADC
precision, for which the datapath is designed. All computations are performed in ﬁxedpoint arithmetic, whose precision is tuned along the datapath for energy-efﬁciency.
Optimal adaptive BF is implemented using the Generalized Side-lobe Canceller (GSC)
algorithm [4], which enables energy-efﬁcient rapid beam adaptation in digital VLSI. GSC
produces the signal y[k] as the difference between outputs produced by a Direct Path
and an Auxiliary Path: y[n] = w*T[n]x[n] = (wd – Bwa[n])*Tx[n], where B is denoted as a
Blocking Matrix. The direct path constructively aligns and superposes signals from the
selected DOA by setting to wd = [ 1, e –jδ1, e –jδ2, e –jδ3 ]. B can be readily constructed so that
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the auxiliary path blocks the signal of interest, letting only interferers arriving in other
directions through. Adapting wa[n] to minimize E(y 2[n]) results in interferer signals that
have matching amplitudes with their counterparts in the direct path so as to cancel each
other at the convergence of these paths. wa[n] is adapted at a user-conﬁgurable fraction
of the processor frequency using stochastic gradient descent adaptation.
The proposed baseband processor was implemented in 28nm CMOS, occupying an area
of 0.53mm2. The remaining area is occupied by the at-speed test infrastructure. A die
photograph and area breakdown of the test chip are shown in Fig. 16.7.7. The processor
operates at 1.95GHz (fclk) to support 650MHz of instantaneous signal bandwidth. All
reported baseband processor measurements were performed by streaming data into the
processor from the SRAM to emulate mm-Wave ADC outputs corresponding to various
operational conﬁgurations. Processor outputs are selectively buffered into the SRAM for
validation and characterization.
Figure 16.7.4 shows the measured transient performance of the optimal beam-former
while converging to maximum SINR in the presence of two stationary interferers, each
with 10dB higher power than the signal of interest. The system is initialized with arbitrary
initial weights (wa[0]) to emulate the abrupt arrival of two interferers. The adaptation rate
was conﬁgured to be fclk/40. The progression of measured adaptive weights recorded by
the SRAM during each adaptation cycle of the optimal beam-former are used to render
signal, interferer and noise power waveforms. The resulting SINR, array gain patterns
and signal constellation plots for 16-QAM are plotted. Corresponding measurements
obtained by operating the design in non-adaptive BF mode are included for
comparison. Measurements demonstrate effective transient system adaption which
maximizes the measured SINR to within 3dB of the theoretical limit under the given
conﬁguration. A comparison of the signal constellation plots demonstrates the
importance of run-time adaptation for successful communication even with stationary
interferers.
Figure 16.7.5 summarizes optimal beam-former performance in the presence of moving
interferers. Larger adaptation step-sizes (μ, Fig. 16.7.3) are required to track and null
fast-moving interferers while the reduced tracking noise at lower μ settings provides
improved SINR when nulling slow-moving interferers. This trade-off is reﬂected in SINR
vs. angular velocity measurements for a single interferer across a range of μ settings.
To characterize the interferer-tracking capability of the design, two interferers, each
transmitting 10dB higher power than the signal of interest were conﬁgured to move with
arbitrary DOA trajectories around a receiver as demonstrated by the progression of their
DOA over time. The transmitter is held stationary in this experiment. The ﬁgure compares
the measured SINR achieved through non-adaptive and optimal BF. Also shown are arraygain patterns corresponding to sampled adaptive weights during the experiment. The
directions of array gain pattern nulls realized by the optimal beam-former are superposed
on the interferer DOA trajectories. In contrast with non-adaptive BF, the design effectively
nulls moving interferers while maintaining signal gain in the DOA of interest.
Figure 16.7.6 shows the measured power and frequency of the baseband processor
across a supply-voltage range of 0.5-1.2V. The target frequency of 1.95GHz was achieved
at a supply voltage of 1.0V. By demonstrating an optimal beamforming architecture for
mm-Wave phased arrays in the presence of multiple moving interferers, this paper helps
pave the way for future techniques that will increasingly leverage computation to enhance
mm-Wave communication performance and meet future bandwidth demand.
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Figure 16.7.1: (Left) A beamforming receiver scales and phase-shifts received Figure 16.7.2: Simulated beam patterns and received signal constellations of
signals to produce a beam pattern that points in the DOA of interest. (Right) Proposed different BF architectures: Non-adaptive BF, adaptive analog BF, and optimal BF.
The latter nulls the interferers and maximizes the SINR.
architecture adapts to maximize SINR in presence of interferers.
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Figure 16.7.3: Proposed optimal BF architecture (GSC). Combines a Direct Path Figure 16.7.4: Measured SINR and interferer gain (transient adaptation). Initial
(pointing at DOA of interest) with an Auxiliary Path (only lets interferers through). arbitrary weights when interferers are introduced. Convergence to optimum in 0.3ms.
Interferers at t=0 cause catastrophic SER. Optimal BF enables SER<10-4.
Weights wa adapted to cancel interferers in the Direct Path.

Figure 16.7.5: (Top left) Measured SINR vs. interferer angular velocity for different
µ settings. (Right) Measured adaptation and SINR while tracking moving interferers Figure 16.7.6: Measured operating frequency and power dissipation of the
(int.1, int.2) with 10dB higher power than signal of interest (sig.).
beamforming processor and design summary.
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Figure 16.7.7: Die micrograph and area break-down of the beamforming processor
test chip.
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